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PKEFACE.

This metaphysical essay, called "Sepher Tezirah,"

(book -on creation, or cosmogony,) which I have en-

deavored to render into English, with explanatory

notes, is considered by all modern literati as the first

philosophical book that ever was written in the He-
brew language. But the time of its composition and

the name of its author have not yet been ascertained,

despite of the most elaborate researches of renowned

archaeologists. Some maintain that this essay is

mentioned in the Talmud treatise Sanhedrin, p. 6Q b.

and ibid. 67 b. which passage is according to the com-

mentary of Rashi, to treatise Erubin, p. 63 a., a re-

liable historical notice. Hence this book was known

already in the second or at the beginning of the third

century of the Christian Era. The historian. Dr.

Graetz, tries to show very ingeniously in his work,

entitled "Gnosticism," p. 104 and 110, that it was

written in the early centuries of the Christian Church,

especially when the ideas and views of the Gnostics

were in vogue. This opinion, however, he afterwards

revoked. (See Dr. Graetz's "History of the Jews,"

Vol. V, p. 315 in a note.)

Dr. Zunz, the Nestor of the Jewish Kabbis in

Europe, maintains that we have to look for the gen-

esis of the book "Yezirah" in the Geonic period, (700

—1000), and that it was consequently composed in

a post-talmudical time. But if so, it is very strange
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O PREFACE.

doctrine of the Jews, which must be carefully dis-

tinguished from its excrescences, is in close connec-

tion and perfect accord with the Old and New Test-

aments ; and in the second place, that the knowledge

of it is of great importance to the philosophical in-

quirers, and can not be put aside. Like a cloud per-

meated by beams of Hght which makes one infer that

there is more hght behind it, so do the contents of

this book, enveloped in obscurity, abound in corus-

cations of thought, reveal to the mind that there is a

still more effulgent light lurking somewhere, and thus

inviting us to a further contemplation and investiga-

tion, and at the same time demonstrating the danger

of a superficial investigation, wliich is so prevalent

in modern times, rejecting that which can not be

understood at first sight."

I shall now try to give a sketch of the system as

it is displayed in the book "Tezirah," which forms a

link in the chain of the ancient theoretical specula-

tions of philosophers, who were striving to ascertain

the truth mainly by reasoning a-priori, and who im-

agined that it is thus possible to permeate all the

secrets of nature. It teaches that a first cause, eter-

nal, all-wise, almighty and holy, is the origin and

the centre of the whole universe, from whom gradu-

ally all beings emanated. Thought, speech and

action are an inseparable unity in the divine being;

God made or created, is metaphorically expressed

by the word : writing. The Hebrew language and its

characters correspond mostly with the things they

designate, and thus holy thoughts, Hebrew language
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that Saadjali Gaon, who lived in the tenth, and Judah

Halevi, who lived in the twelfth century, represented

the book "Yezirah" as a very ancient work. There-

fore it seems to me, that Dr. Graetz had no sufficient

cause to repudiate his assertion concerning the age

of this book; because all the difficulties which ho

himself and others raised against his supposition,

fall to the ground, when we consider that the most

ancient works, holy as well as profane, had one and

the same fate, namely, that from age to age more or

less interpolations were made by copyists and com-

mentators. Compare also Prof. Tenneman's "Grund-

riss der Geschichte der Philosophie," improved by

Prof. Wendt, p. 207.

Tradition, which ascribes the authorship of this

book to the patriarch Abraham, is fabulous, as can

be proved by many reasons ; but the idea that Eabbi

Akiba, who Hved about the beginning of the second

century, composed the book "Yezirah," is very hkely

possible. Be this as it may, it is worth while to know

the extravagant hypotheses which ancient Jewish

philosophers and theologians framed as soon as they

began to contemplate and to reason, endeavoring to

combine oriental and Greek theories. Although there

is an exuberance of weeds, we will find, nevertheless,

many germs of truisms, which are of the greatest im-

portance. A Christian theologian, Johann Friediich

von Meyer D. D., remarked very truly ia his German

preface to the book "Yezirah," published in Leipzig,

1830: "This book is for two reasons highly important

:

in the first place, that the real Cabala, or mystical
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God stands in close connection with the Universe,

and just so is Tali connected with the world, that is,

an invisible, celestial or universal axis carries the

whole fabric. In the year by the sphere, in man by

the heart, and thus is the ruling spirit of God every-

where. Notwithstanding the decay of the individual,

the genus is produced by the antithesis of man and

wife.

Hebrew commentaries on the book "Tezirah" were

composed by : first, Saadjah Gaon, of Fajum in

Egypt, (892—942); second, Eabbi Abraham ben

Dior Halevi ; third. Rabbi Moses ben Nachman

;

fourth, EHeser ofGermisa; fifth, Moses Botarel; sixth,

Eabbi Eliah Wihia. The book "Yezirah," together

with all these commentaries, was published in 1860,

in the city of Lemberg. But although the commen-

tator Saadjah was a sober minded scholar in a

superstitious age, a good Hebrew grammarian, a re-

nowned theologian and a good translator of the He-

brew Pentateuch, Isaiah and Job into the Arabian

language, his ideas and views were, nevertheless,

very often much benighted. See his comments on

Tez. Chap. I, etc., etc.; his notes on "Yezirah" Chap.

Ill, 2, prove undoubtedly that he had no knowledge

whatever of natural science, and therefore his anno-

tations on the book "Yezirah" are of httle or no use

at all. All the other commentaries mentioned above,

together with all quotations of other expounders of

the same book, contain nothing but a medley of ar-

bitrary, mystical explanations and sophistical distor-

tions of scriptural verses, astrological notions, orient-
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and its reduction to writing, form a unity which pro-

duce a creative effect.*

The self-existing first cause called the creation into

existence by quantity and quality ; the former re-

presented by ten numbers, (Sephiroth,) the latter by

twenty-two letters, which form together thirty-two

ways of the divine wisdom. Three of the twenty-two

letters, namely, Aleph, Mem, Sheen, are the mothers,

or the first elements, fi:om which came forth the prim-

itive matter of the world : air, water and fire, that

have their parallel in man, (male and female): breast,

body and head, and in the year : moistui-e, cold and

heat. The other seven double and twelve:}: simple

letters are then represented as stamina, from which

other spheres or media of existence emanated.

Man is a microcosm, as the neck separates rational-

ity from vitaUty, so does diaphragm the vitality

from the vegetativeness.

•Thus for instance, they imagined that the name of Jehovah,

,mn"' is by reversing the alphabet; ]'2i'0 (mzpz) ; mem signifies the

letter jod, zaddi, the letter he, and pe, the letter Avav. These un-

meaning sounds, they said, have magic power. Some maintained

that the Eebre-w language consists of twenty-two consonants, be-

cause being the complex of all beings, its number is equal to the

most perfect figure, namely, of the periphery, as it is well known

that the diameter is always to the periphery as seven to twenty-two.

tit was frequently observed by Jewish and Christian theolo-

gians, that the Marcosianic Gnostic system, as well as that of the

Clementiuians of the second century, contain many analogies and

parallels with the book "Yezirah." Marcus divides the Greek al-

phabet into three parts, namely: nine mute consonants dcpoova,

eight half vowels rj/.iiq)oo%'a, and seven vowels (pGOvrjsvza, in order

to give a clear idea of the peculiar constitution of his "Aeons." (Ire-

naeus Haer, I, 16.)
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Eabbi Abraham F. D. (filii Dior) super 32 Semitis

Sapientiae, a qiiibus liber Tezirah incipit. Translatus

et notis illustratus, a Joanne Stepliano Rittangelio,

ling. Orient, in Elect. Acad. Begiomontana Prof,

extraord. Amstelodami ap. Jo. and Jodoc. Jansson-

ios," 1642, in quarto ; fourth, Joliann Friedrich von

Mayer, D. D., published the book "Yezirah" in He-

brew with a translation and explanatory notes in the

German language, Leipzig, 1830.

All these translations are out of print and are

rarely found even in well regulated hbraries. I was

so fortunate as to obtain a copy of Dr. Mayer's

edition of the book "Yezirah." He states in the pre-

face to it, that he had a copy of Postellus' transla-

tion in manuscript as well as some others, and com-

pared them. The explanatory notes given by this

author are, nevertheless, insufficient and sometimes

very incorrect. The present translation is, as far as

I could ascertain, the first that was ever pubhshed

in the English language. Again, I have to add that

I have not only endeavored to correct a great many
mistakes and erroneous ideas of my predecessors, but

I have also endeavored to give more complete anno-

tations. I therefore hope that the candid reader will

consider the great difficulties I had to overcome in

this stiU unbeaten way of the ancient Jewish spirit-

ual region, and will receive with indulgence this new
contribution to archaeological knowledge.

Dr. ISIDOE KALISCH.
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al superstitions, a metaphysical jargon, a poor know-

ledge of physics and not a correct elucidation of the

ancient book ; they drew mostly from their own im-

agination, and credited the author of "Yezirah" with

saying very strange things which he never thought

of. I must not omit to mention two other Hebrew

commentaries, one by Judah Halevi, and the other

by Ebn Ezra, who Hved in the first part of the twelfth

century. They succeeded in explaining the book "Ye-

zirah in a sound scientific manner, but failed in

making themselves generally understood, on account

of the superstitious age in which they lived, and the

tenacity with which the people in that period adhered

to the marvelous and supernatural ; they found, there-

fore, but few followers, and the book "Yezirah" re-

mained to the public an enigma and an ancient curios-

ity, giving rise to a system of metaphysical delirium,

called Cabala.

Translations of the book "Yezirah" and comments

thereon by learned Christian authors are : first, a

translation of the book "Yezirah" with explanatory

notes in the Latin language, by Wilhehn PosteUus,

Paris, France, 1552 ; second, another Latin version is

contained in Jo. Pistorii artis cabaHstical scriptorum,

Tom I, p. 869, sqq., differing from that of PosteUus.

Some are of the opinion that John Keuchlin, while

others maintain that Paul Riccius was the author of

it. (See Wolfii Biblioth. Hebr. Tom., I, Chap. 1.)

Third, Rittangel published the book "Yezirah," 1642,

at Amsterdam, entitled : "Liber Yezirah qui Abra-

hamo patriarchae adscribitur, una cum commentario



SEPHEE TEZIEAH.

CHAPTER I.

Section 1.

Yah/ the Lord of hosts, the living God, King of

the Universe, Omnipotent, All-Kind and Merciful,

Supreme and Extolled, who is Eternal, SubHme

and Most-Holy, ordained (formed) and created the

Universe in thirty-two^ mysterious paths^ of wisdom

by three* Sepharim, namely : 1) S'for "i?P
; 2) Sip-

pur "i^-P; and 3) Sapher "i2D which are in Him one and

the same. They consist of a decade out of nothing'

and of twenty-two fundamental letters. He divided

the twenty-two consonants into three divisions : 1)

three J^''^^* mothers, fundamental letters or first ele-

ments ; 2) seven double ; and 3) twelve simple con-

sonants.

Section 2.

The decade^ out of nothing is analogous to that of

the ten fingers (and toes) of the human body, five

parallel to five, and in the centre of which is the

covenant with the only One, by the word of the

tongue and the rite of Abraham.

Section 3.

Ten are the numbers out of nothing, and not the

number nine, ten and not eleven. Comprehend this

great wisdom, imderstand this'' knowledge, inquire

into it and ponder on it, render it evident and lead*

the Creator back to His throne again.

1) See Notes commencing on Page 17.
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Section 4.

Tlie decade out of nothing lias the followmg ten

infinitudes

:

1) The beginning^ infinite. 6) The depth infinite.

2) " end "
7)

" East

3) " good "
8)

" West "

4) " evil^o "
9)

" North «

6)
" height "

10)
" South "

and the only Lord God, the faithful King, rules over

all from His holy habitation for ever and ever.

Section 5.

The appearance of the ten spheres out of nothing

is like a flash of lightning, being without an end, His

word is in them, when they go and return ; they run

by His order like a whirlwind and humble them-

selves before His throne.

Section 6.

The decade of existence out of nothing has its end

linked to its beginning and its beginning linked to

its end, just as the flame is wedded to the live coal;

because the Lord is one and there is not a second

one, and before one what wilt thou count ?^^

Section 7.

Concerning the number ten of the spheres of ex-

istence out of nothing keep thy tongue from speak-

ing and thy mind from pondering on it, and if thy

mouth urges thee to speak, and thy heart to think

about it, return! as it reads: "And the hving creatures

ran and returned," (Ezekiel 6, 14.) and upon this^^ was

the covenant made.
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Section 8.

The following are the ten categories of existence

out of nothing

:

1) The spirit of the living God, praised and glori-

fied be the name of Him who lives to all eternity.

The articulate word of creative power, the spirit and

the word are what we caU the holy spirit. ^^

2) Air emanated from the spirit by which He
formed and established twenty-two consonants, sta-

mina. Three of them, however, are fundamental

letters, or mothers, seven double and twelve simple

consonants ; hence the spirit is the first one.

3) Primitive water emanated from the air. He
formed and estabUshed by it Bohu^* (water, stones)

mud and loam, made them like a bed, put them up

like a wall, and surrounded them as with a rampart,

put coldness upon them and they became dust, as it

reads : "He says to the snow (coldness) be thou

earth." (Job 37, 6.)

4) Fire or ether emanated from the water. He
established by it the throne of glory, the Seraphim

and Ophanim, the holyhving creatures and the angels,

and of these three He formed His habitation, as it

reads : "Who made His angels spirits. His ministers

a flaming fire." (Psalm 104, 4.) He selected three

consonants from the simple ones which are in the

hidden secret of three mothers or first elements:

,r":2"X air, water and ether or fire. He sealed them

with spirit and fastened them to His great name and

sealed with it six dimensions. ^°
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5) He sealed^^ the height and tnmed towards

above, and sealed it with in^

6) He sealed the depth, turned towards below and
sealed it with rn

7) He sealed the east and turned forward, and
sealed it with -^1

8) He sealed the west and turned backward, and
sealed it with ^ni

9) He sealed the south and turned to the right and
sealed it with "T'

10) He sealed the north and turned to the left and
sealed it with "in

Section 9.

These are the ten spheres of existence out of

nothing. From the spirit of the living God emana-

ted air, from the air, water, from the water, fire or

ether, from the ether, the height and the depth, the

East and West, the North and South.

CHAPTER II.

Section 1.

There are twenty-two letters, stamina. Three of

them, however, are the first elements, fundamentals

or mothers, seven double and twelve simple conso-

nants. The three fundamental letters r"?2"X have as

their basis the balance. In one scale^'^ is the merit

and in the other criminaHty, which are placed in

equilibrium by the tongue. The three fundamental

letters 'i:?")2"N signify, as ?2 is mute like the water and

"S} hissing like the fire, there is N' among them, a

breath of air which reconciles them.

Section 2.

The twenty-two letters which form the stamina
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after having been appointed and established by God,

He combined, weighed and changed them, and formed

by them all beings which are in existence, and all

those which will be formed in all time to come.

Section 3.

He established twenty-two letters, stamina, by the

voice, formed by the breath of air and fixed them on

five places in the human mouth, namely : 1) gutturals,

r n - N 2) palatals, p 3 •>
:i 3) linguals, n : b u ";

4) dentals,' yiD'i'T 5) labials, .-]rDn

Section 4.

He fixed the twenty-two letters, stamina, on the

sphere like a wall with two hundred and thhty-one

gates,^^ and turned the spheres forward and backward.

For an illustration may serve the three letters, ^:*j

There is nothing better than joy, and nothing worse

than sorrow or plague.^^

Section 5.

But how was it done ? He combined,^" weighed and

changed : the X with all the other letters in succession,

and all the others again with x ; 2 with all, and all

again with 2 ; and so the whole series of letters.^^

Hence it follows that there are two hundred and

thirty-one^^ formations, and that every creature and

every word emanated from one name.^^

Section 6.

He created a reahty out of nothing, called the

nonentity into existence and hewed, as it were, co-

lossal pillars from intangible air. This has been

shown by the example of combining the letter n with
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all the other letters, and all the other letters with

Aleph (n). He^* predetermined, and by speaking

created every creature and every word by one name.

For an illustration may serve the twenty-two ele-

mentary substances by the primitive substance of

Aleph2« (^).

CHAPTER III.

Section 1.

The three first elements, '•i!"'0"i< are typified by a

balance, in one scale the merit and in the other the

criminahty, which are placed in equilibrium by the

tongue. These three mothers, ©"72"n are a great,

wonderful and unknown mystery, and are sealed by
gj-^26 rijigs^ or elementary circles, namely : air, water

and fire emanated from them, which gave birth to

progenitors, and these progenitors gave birth again

to some offspring.

Section 2.

God appointed and estabhshed the three mothers

/2?")2"N combined, weighed and changed them, and

formed by them three mothers r")3"N in the world,

in the year and in man, male and female.

Section 3.

The three mothers u"?2"N in the world are: air,

water and fire. Heaven was created from fire or

ether ; the earth (comprising sea and land) from the

elementary water ; and the atmospheric air from the

elementary ah, or spirit, which estabhshes the bal-

ance among them.
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Section 4.

Tlie three mothers 2?"?o"X produce in the year^'^

:

heat, coldness'^^ and moistness. Heat was created

from fire, coldness from water, and moistness from

air which equahzes them.

Section 5.

The three mothers '2?"?2"X produce in man, mala

and female, breast, body and head. The head was

created from fire, the breast from water, and the

body from air, which places them in equilibrium.

Section 6.

First Division. God let the letter Aleph (x) pre-

dominate in primitive air, crowned^^ it, combined one

with the other,^*^ and formed by them the air in the

world, moistness in the year, and the breast in man,

male and female ; in male by ^"?2"N and in female

by t D"^"X
Section 7.

Second Division. He let the letter Mem (n) pre-

dominate in primitive water, and crowned it, combined

one with the other, and formed by them the earth,

(including land and sea) coldness in the year, and

the belly in male and female ; in male by ,^"?2"x^^ in

female by j N"27"):

Section 8.

Thikd Division. He let the letter Sheen (2?) pre-

dominate in primitive fire, crowned it, combined one

with the other, and formed by them, heaven in the

world, heat in the year, and the head of male and

female.^'
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CHAPTER lY.

Section 1.

Tlie^' seven double letters, mCD *i;d with a duplicity

of pronunciation, aspirated and unaspirated, namely:

,nn ,"n ,C2 ,33 ,"in ,:;:; ,23 serve as a model of softness and

hardness, strength and weakness.

Section 2.

Seven^ double letters, ,msD n:;D shall, as it were,

symbolize wisdom, wealth, fniitfulness,hfe, dominion,

peace and beauty.

Section 3.

Seven double letters serve to signify the antithesis

to which human life is exposed. The antithesis of

wisdom is foohshness ; of wealth, poverty ; of fruit-

fulness, childlessness; of hfe, death; of dominion,

dependence ; of peace, war ; and of beauty, ugliness.

Section 4.

The seven double consonants are analogous to the

six dimensions : height and depth, East and West,

North and South, and the holy temple that stands

in the centre, which carries them aU.

Section 5.

The double consonants are seven, mcD n^D and not

six, they are seven and not eight ; reflect upon this
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fact, inquire about it, and make it so evident, that"

the Creator be acknowledged to be on His throne

again.

Section 6.

The seven double consonants, stamina, having

been designed and established, combined, weighed,

and changed by God, He formed by them : seven

planets in the world, seven days in the year, seven

gates, openings of the senses, in man, male and

female.

Section 7.

The seven planets in the world are :^^ Saturn, Jupi-

ter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon. Seven days

in the year are the seven days of the week ; seven

gates in man, male and female, are : two eyes, two

ears, two nostrils and the mouth.

Section 8.

FiEST Division. He let the letter d predominate in

wisdom, crowned it, combined one with the other and

formed by them: the moon in the world, the first

day in the year, and the right eye in man, male and

female.

Section 9.

Second Division. He let the letter i predominate

in wealth, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Mars in the world, the second

day in the year, and the right ear in man, male and

female.
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Section 10.

Third Division. He let tlie letter n predominate

in producibility, crowned it, combined one with the

other, and formed by them : the sun in the world,

the third day in the year, the right nostril in man,

male and female.

Section 11.

Fourth Division. He let the letter 3 predominate

in life, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Venus in the world, the fourth

day in the year, and the left eye in man, male and

female.

Section 12.

Fifth Division. He let the letter c predominate

in dominion, cro-v\aied it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Mercury in the world, the fifth

day in the year, and the left ear in man, male and

female.

Section 13.

Sixth Division. He let the letter -i predominate

in peace, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Saturn in the world, the sixth

day in the year, and the left nostril in man, male and

female.

Section 14.

Seventh Division. He let the letter n predominate

in beauty, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Jujpiter in the world, the

seventh day in the year, and the mouth of man,

male and female.
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Section 15.

By the seven double consonants, mCD liD were also

designed seven worlds {ai'cjvei), seven heavens, seven

lands, (probably chmates,) seven seas, (probably

around Palestine,) seven rivers, seven deserts, seven

days a week, seven weeks from Passover to Pente-

cost, there is a cycle of seven years, the seventh is

the release year, and after seven release years is ju-

bilee. Hence, God loves the number seven under

the whole heaven.^'' (In the whole nature.)

Section 16.

Two stones build two houses, three stones build

six houses, four build twenty-four houses, five build

one hundred and twenty houses, six build seven

hundred and twenty houses and seven build five

thousand and forty^^ houses. From thence further

go and reckon what the mouth cannot express and

the ear cannot hear.

CHAPTER Y.

Section 1.

The twelve simple letters p"U"u d":"":5 "'"t:"n J"V'n

symbolize, as it were, the organs of speaking, think-
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ing, walking, seeing, hearing, working, coition, smell-

ing, sleep, anger, swallowing and laughing.

Section 2.

The twelve simple consonants p"i;"y D":"b •'"iS"n T"V'n

symbolize also twelve oblique points: east height,

north east, east depth, south height, south east, south

depth, west height, south west, west depth, north

height, north west, north depth. They grew wider

and wider to all eternity, and these are the boundaries

of the world.

Section 3.

The twelve simple letters p"ij":> C":"b "'"-^"n T"V'n

stamina, having been designed, estabhshed, com-

bined, weighed and changed by God, He performed

by them : twelve constellations in the world, twelve

months in the year, and twelve leaders (organs) in the

human body, male and female.

Section 4.

The twelve constellations in the world are : Aries,
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Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Yirgo, Libra, Scorpio,

Sagitarius, Capricornus, Aquarius and Pisces. The

twelve months of the year are : Nisan, lyar, Sivan,

Tamus, Ab, Elijl, Tishri, Marcheshvan, Kislev,

Teves, Schevat and Adar. The twelve organs of the

human body are : two hands, two feet, two kidneys,

gall, small intestines, Hver, gullet^^ or esophagus,

stomach and milt.

Section 5.

First Part.

First Division. God let the letter n predominate

in speaking, crowned it, combined one with the

other, and formed by them : Aries (the Ram) in the

world, the month Nisan in the year, and the right

foot of the human body, male and female.

Section 6.

Second Division. He let the letter "i predominate

in thinking, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Taurus (the Bull) in the world,

the month lyar in the year and the right kidney of

the human body, male and female.

Section 7.

Third Division. He let the letter t predominate

in walking, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them: Gemini (the Twins) in the

world, the month Sivan in the year, and the left foot

of the human body, male and female.
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Section 8.

Second Part.

First Division. He let the letter n predominate

in seeing, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Cancer (the Crab) in the world,

the month Tamus in the year, and the right hand of

the human body, male and female.

Section 9.

Second Division. He let the letter id predominate

in hearing, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Leo (the Lion) in the world,

the month Ab in the year, and the left kidney of the

human body, male and female.

Section 10.

Third Division. He let the letter •' pradominate

in working, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Vu-go (the Virgin) in the world,

the month Elul in the year, and the left hand of the

human body, male and female.

Section 11.

Third Part.

First Division. He let the letter b predominate

in coition, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Libra (the Balance) in the

world, the month Tishri in the year, and the gall of

the human body, male and female.

Section 12.

Second Division. He let the letter : predominate

in smelling, crowned it, combined one Avith the other,

and formed by them : Scorpio (the Scorpion) in the

world, the month Marcheshvan in the year, and the

small intestines of the human body, male and female.
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Section 13.

Thied Division. He let the letter d predominate

in sleep, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed bj them : Sagittarius (the Archer) in the

world, the month Kislev in the year, and the stomach

of the human body, male and female.

Section 14.

Fourth Part.

FiEST Division. He let the letter r predominate

in anger, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Capricornus (the Goat) in the

world, the month Teves in the year, and the hver in

the human body, male and female.

Section 15.

Second Division. He let the letter i* predominate

in swallowing, crowned it, combined one with the

other, and formed by them : Aquarius (the Water-

man) in the world, the month Schwat in the year,

and the esophagus of the human body, male and

female.

Section 16.

Thibd Division. He let the letter p predominate

in laughing, crowned it, combined one with the other,

and formed by them : Pisces (the Fishes) in the world,

the month Adar in the year, and the milt of the

human body, male and female.

He made them as a conflict, drew them up like a

wall ; and set one against the other as in warfare.
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CHAPTER YL

Section 1.

These are the three mothers or the first elements,

Ti?"^"N from which emanated three progenitors
;
prim-

itive air, water and fire, and from which emanated

as their offspring, three progenitors and their off-

spring, namely : the seven planets and their hosts,

and the twelve oblique points.

Section 2.

To confirm this there are faithful witnesses ; the

world, year and man, the twelve, the Equipoise, the

heptade, which God regulates like the Dragon,*"

(Tah) sphere and the heart.

Section 3.

The first elements r"?2"S are air, water and fire

;

the fire is above, the water below, and a breath of air

establishes the balance among them. For an illus-

tration may serve, that the fire carries the water is

the phonetic character of 12 which is mute and ^ is

hissing like fire, there is x among them, a breath of

air which places them in eqilibrium.*^

Section 4.

Dragon (Tali) is in the world like a king upon his

throne, the sphere is in the year like a king in the

empire, and the heart is in the human body like a

king*^ in war.
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Section 5.

God has also set the one over against the other

;

the good agamst the evil, and the evil against the

good ; the good proceeds from the good, and the evil

from the evil ; the good purifies the bad, and the bad

the good ; the good is preserved for the good, and

the evil for the bad ones.

Section 6.

There are three of which every one of them stands

by itself; one is in the affirmative, the other in the

negative and one equalizes them.

Section 7.

There are seven of which three are against three,

and one places them in equilibrium. There are twelve

which are all the time at war ; three of them produce

love, and three hatred, three are animators and three

destroyers.

Section 8.

The three that produce love are the heart and the

ears ; the three that produce hatred are the liver, the

gall and the tongue ; the three animators are the two

nostrils and the milt ; and the three destroyers are

the mouth and the two openings of the body ; and

God, the faithful King, rules over all from His holy

habitation to all eternity. He is one above three,

three are above seven, seven above twelve, and all

are linked together.
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Section 9.

There*' axe twenty-two letters by which, the I am,

Yah, the Lord of hosts, Almighty and Eternal, de-

signed, formed and created by three Sepharim, His

whole world, and formed by them creatures and all

those that will be formed in time to come.

Section 10.

When** the patriarch Abraham comprehended the

great truism, revolved it in his miud, conceived it

perfectly, made careful investigations and profound

inquiries, pondered upon it and succeeded in contem-

plations, the Lord of the Universe appeared to him,

called him his friend, made with him a covenant

between the ten fingers of his hands, which is the

covenant of the tongue,*^ and the covenant between

the ten toes of his feet, which is the covenant of cir-

cumcision, and said of him : "Before I formed thee

in the belly I knew thee." (Jer. I, 5.)
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NOTES.

1) Our author maintains that there is a first intelligent, self-existing,

almighty, eternal ruling cause of all things, and that an everlasting entity-

produced nonentities by a progression of effects. The divine knovirledge, he

adds, differs from the human knowledge in such a degree, that it gives ex-

istence to all that is. tnS432 'H HI ppH is a talmudical expression. (See

Treatise Bava Bathra p. 73.) It seems to me, that the author not only

wanted to contradict Plato's assertion that the Supreme Being had need of a

plan, like the human architect, to conduct the great design, when he made

the fabric of the Universe, but also the common belief that God reasons

and acts by ideas like a human being. As the prophet Isaiah exclaimed

:

"Behold ! God has no ideas like you, and his ways of acting are not like

yours." (Isaiah 55, 8—9.)

2) The number thirty-two is not only the fifth power of two, and the

sum of ten units and twenty-two letters, but is also the sum of the first and

last letter of the Hebrew Pentateuch, namely: ^ 2 and j 30, equal thirty-

two. (See Kusari p. 343, translated into German by Dr. David Cassel.)

3) Paths denote powers, effects, kinds, forms, degrees or stages.

4) These Sepharim or three words of similar expression signify : first,

number, calculation or idea ; second, the word ; third, the writing of the

word. The idea, word and writing (of the word), are signs to man for a

thing, and is not the thing itself, to the Creator, however, idea, word and

writing (of the word) are the thing itself, or as some ancient Rabbis re-

marked : "ir\":i"pn:i nnj* 121 snn bsn iiTD^ni iian namnja idea,

word and work are one and the same to God," There is an ideal world in

the divine intellect, according to which this sensible world was made. The

difference between the human and divine manner of thinking admits no

comparison.

5) This means to say, that there has not been any matter or hyle ex-

isting from all eternity, containing difi^erent kinds of primitive atoms or

molecules etc., as the Greek philosopher, Anaxagoras, taught, but that all

things are the gradual emanations of one everlasting being. This idea is

then symbolically explained in the next paragraph,

6) The design of the author is evidently to deduce the proof of the de-

cade from the phenomena in the nature of man, who is generally considered

the crown or the final cause of the terrestial creation, and upon whom God
vouchsafed two most precious gifts, namely : the articulated word, and the

47
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14) I adopted here the reading of Judah Halevi, namely : "^mS 32m jPpPI

»131 t3"'l21 UJD1 Ifin with the exception of the word inn > because it is

obvious from "Yezirah," Chap. II, that the author signifies by the word

"Tohu," nothing, and not something, as Judah Halevi erroneously thought.

Moses Butarel and others tell us that they had before them a correct copy

of'Sepher Yezirah," where it reads: tl'^3n» 1^!* liin 'l31 p1"l1 Ip HT inn

!m?3ilS?3 The same passage is mentioned in the Talmud treatise Chagi-

gah, p. 12, a, with the addition of V^^l"^ "^"'^D tnntia m^pnffiT^n

tfi^Ta The word m?ab"l5?^n is translated by Rashi, moht. Some say it is

a compound word of ^I^S ilC?3 5 others of /'iD1>2^S "^It^C etc. But the

word is not of Semitic origin ; it is, according to my opinion, borrowed from

the Greek as the word »'^?2''D etc., IIXr'iJJ.r/ Jlood. m?2b5'3 C^Iitt flood-

stones. The same word is used treatise Beza, p. 24, b, •"\'^7231B?3n C^ST
fish that are caught from out of the flood.

15) According to the author, the space and six dimensions emanated

from the ether.

16) Judah Halevi in his book entitled "Kusari," p. 356, illustrates it

thus : The Creator is one, and the space has in the figurative expression

six dimensions. The book "Yezirah," having ascribed to the Creator some

names in the spiritual language, chooses now in the human language the

finest sounds which are, as it were, the spirits of the other sounds, namely:

>in and says, that when the divine will was expressed by such a sublime

name, it became that which the Exalted by praise wished to call forth ac-

cording to the combination of ",'i'^pi" Hence it follows, that the material

world was created in such a way and manner which corresponds with the

material, namely, by the sublime spiritual name, which corresponds with

the material name, '"^m 'Mil »1TI »"'in 'm"^ On"> and out of each of them

became one dimension of the world, the sphere.

17) The author shows here by the symbol of a scale and the phonetic

character of the fundamental letters ''B ?0 K that the opposite forces and

the struggle which prevail in the smallest as well as in the largest circles of

creation are appeased and calmed.

18) Meaning outlets, outgates of the creative power, formations.

19) The word 3!33> signifies joy, and when transposed, forming the word

533 it signifies just the contrary, trouble, plague. He means to say, that

the letters of the words DU and 533 are the same, but they signify never-

theless, opposite ideas on account of transposition. Just as the sphere re-

mains the same during the rotation on its axis in its setting and in its rising;

yet it appears to us as if it had undergone a great change on account of its

different position.
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religious element (spiritual purity). This passage is explained by Isaac

Satanow in his Hebrew Dictionary entitled Sephath Emeth, p. 44, b :

T^bn^an "as^i uibarn rmbinb nciD ^:> i-nin \]'abn rarr:

Disn n» ti-i-ipb tibiy ri"i^n s^in nnic b^i Di*ii?:nri rrnbinb

nin^s<i^ 'ijxn nrrnsn mnn TTnsbs -tic by ri'inrD nts-^bob

The tongue is, as it were, the .in"nrn HTi "n>ana MT Hin^sn^ ''Km

descriptive pen of all the spiritual issues, and the genital parts are the or-

iginators of the corporeal substances. Every one of them is an eternal

covenant in order to preserve the human race for ever, according to its two-

fold being : body and spirit. Each working after its own way, physically

and spiritually.

7) Like Pythagoras, who taught that the digits inclusive number ten

which are typified in Tetraktys, {Tsrpaxrv'i) namely: i plus 2 plus 3

plus 4. equal 10, and which comprise the whole arithmetical system of

nature, etc. Our author endeavors to show the gradual emanation of all

things from God, which were completely finished in ten spheres.

8) My Hebrew reading is ! 131372 b5 "I21i ^Iffiim There are various

readings j therefore Postellus rendered it : "restitue figmentum in locum

suum ;" Rittangel, "restitue formatorem in throno sue 5" Pistorius, "fac

sedere creatorem in throno suo." The author seems to ridicule here the

Gnosticians who maintained that Demiurg was the creator of man and the

sensual world.

9) In God is the beginning and he is the boundary of the Universe,

Compare also the Talmud treatise Chagigah p. 12.

10) Here is contradicted the system of ditheism, consisting of an eternal

God, the Author of all good and of "Hyle" or "Satan," the co-eternal and

co-equal principle of evil, maintaining that an all-perfect God alone is the

author of all good and evil, and has in his infinite wisdom so wonderfully

contrived the nature of things, that physical and moral evil may produce

good, and hence contribute to carry out the great design of the Supreme

Being. Compare also Chap. 6 §5.

11) As the infinite series of numbers starts from one unit, so was the

whole Universe formed a unity, that centres in the Godhead.

12) The meaning is, that as the living creatures which the prophet saw

in his vision were stricken with such an awe, that they could not go any

further to see the divine glory, and had to return, so is the decade an eter-

nal secret to us and we are not permitted to understand it. We find this

very idea in the Pythagorean system. The disciples of Pythagoras looked

upqn the decade as a holy number, and swore by it and by the Tetraktys

which contain the number ten.

13) See above Note i, God, idea and word are indivisible.
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can only be again a unity. Hence from a being that is in every respect a

unique being, there can only emanate one being ; because would two essen-

tially and truly different things issue conjointly from one being, they can

only proceed from two different things of substance, that would consequently

admit a division that is inconceivable. They then put the question, how

came so many various beings into existence ? Our author is therefore en-

deavoring to show that the whole universe emanated gradually from the

spirit of the one living God.

24) The reading of Von Jo. Meyer and others is as follows : imtlJa ^'2^

DSna irj*'u ^"ii!*?a Q'lii-ia tiiniTay nrm vtd-' irs nc5i intzn

^nm ten tji-imn I'd ns^i "n::%i bn nmi? -i?a-im nsis i?aiD .ntn

:-ins Cjian ti3'T':?a ft'^m n-^ncs "cni 'p'^'0'\ My reading according

to a manuscript of Rabbi Isaac Luria, which I have preferred to all others,

is thus: c^bma D-.m?3S' 32m irri i3"'» tk ncsi im.n?a c?a?a ^^'^

.1512 K Q3> "^bisi ibin ts fc< m» piD nn Dcn3 i^'istia i-^is^Ja

!5< t)ian Dirsn Q'^niai t)ii;r!5

25) It has been already mentioned above Chap, i, §i, that God, his idea

and his word are a unity ; hence the author signifies by the letter Aleph

the air from which emanated, the creative speech, etc.

26) Here is meant : ethereal air, ethereal water, ethereal fire, the macro-

cosm, the courses of time and microcosm. Many offspring or derivations

came from the latter three, as their progenitors, as it is explained after-

wards in the chapter.

27) The author endeavors to show how the creative divine word became

more condensed and how a new series of productions came out of three

elements.

28) In ancient times coldness was considered to oe a substance. [See

Psalm 147, 17.]

29) Id est, made it the reigning power.

30) Namely, with the two other elements.

31) That is to say a different combination of the elements.

32) According to the opinion of the author, it may be arranged as follows:

Aleph. Mem. Sheen.

World : Air, Earth, Heaven or Atmosphere.
(Inclusive of Land and Sea.)

Man

:

Breast, Belly, Head.
Year

:

Moistness, Coldness, Heat.

33) The aspirating pronunciation of p in the Greek, was adopted by the

ancient Jews in Palestine for the Hebrew letter "H* They pronounced it

partly aspirated and partly unaspirated. [See Dr. Geiger's Lehr-und Lese-

buch der Mischnah, p. 22, and Dr. Graetz's Gnosticismus, p. 1 17.]
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20) My reading is j '^^intll '\^pT2i ^0^2

21) The combination of the twenty-two letters without permutation is

represented in the following table

:

-J ^ -> -J -f
, ~l -I ^ I

-J -I
I t

~f -t t -I -f

»« 13 v: o jJ o Nj-u \;naiiiiu-jiiu5c

er'«o|5cjj~u'^cii!5!5ii_jl5u%
»rr o ,„ 13 i!J ej n w 11 ,., „ w d 13 w S

•-•>_.•_# l_*l-#. »-*U#. L-^L^

DCJp5r5Dr5oCJL5r3Dv5
vj-u '^cntiri-i-jisuz

=j fj li z: u z

d li £: u z

d d ^

u
z

22) The number of combinations of twenty-two letters two and two

without any permutation is according to the mathematical formula

n—

I

22
n*^ =22— I X =27 1.

Z Z
'

23) The ancient philosophers maintained that if God is the first cause,

and He is necessarily, He, the immediate effect of Him, as an absolute unity,
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astronomers signified by the word Tali, not the constellation Draco, but

the line which joins together the two points in which the orbit of the moon

intercepts the ecliptic (Dragon's head and tail). Dr. Cassel is of the opinion

that our author meant here, probably the invisible, celestial or universal

axis that carries the whole Universe.

41) Our author means to say that the water has a great disposition to

unite itself with the caloric, thus for instance is the fire latent in steam,

but the air equipoises them.

42) The meaning is, as God is the centre of the Universe, so have the

macrocosm, the seasons and temperature and the microcosm, their centres

receiving power from the principal centre to regulate and rule.

43) The substance of this Mishnah is mentioned in the Talmud treatiie

Berachoth, p. 55, a. It reads there: .Tin S'lT' ni -l?2i« miHl ^"1 "l?a»

:7-iSi tiiTara "^na isiara nT^mj* cj-irb !:»b2n "Rab jehudah stated

in the name of Rab, that Bezalel understood to combine letters by which

heaven and earth were created." To this the commentator Rashi adds

:

"as it is taught in the book Yezirah." It is undoubtedly certain that the

book Yezirah, or a cosmogony as it is represented there, was known to Rab,

who was a disciple of Jehudah Hanasi, during the second part of the second

century. (C. E.) See treatise Berachoth, p. 55 a, where the commentator

Rashi referred to the book Yezirah,

41-) This whole paragraph is an interpolation of an unknown hand, as it

can be easily proved.

45) I have translated according to the reading of Rabbi Judah Halevi.

The reading of Rabbi Luria is as follows : m^mS4 a-^nCT DinB? "I'iJpl

T^ya mnn V-^yi rs^a pbn c^^n pr?2 mo r.» "ib rt'^an iDioba

"He fastened twenty-two letters on 1 V\lbTf2 1'OV f^^Ca '^''^HD n52Dl
his tongue and revealed to him His mystery. He drew them by water, kin-

dled them by fire and thundered them by the wind. He lighted them by

seven, and rules them by twelve constellations." Pistor. renders it : "Tranat

per aquam, accendit in igne grandine signavit in aere. Disposuit cum sep-

tem et gubernavit cum duodecim." Postellus' version is : "Attraxit eum

in aqua, accendit in spiritu, inflammavit in septem aptatum cum duodecim

signis." Meyer translates it: "Er zog sie mit Wasser, ziindet sie an mit

Feuer, erregte sie mit Geist, vebrannte sie mit sieben, goss sie aus rait den

zwoelf Gestirnen."
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34) According to the idea of our author, there emanated from the unity

of God three ethereal elements: primitive air from the spirit, from the air,

primitive water, and from the water, primitive fire or ether, out of which

came other spheres of existence in the significant and highly important

number, seven, from which descended smaller spheres and which produced

again others. He endeavors to show how the ideal became, after numerous

emanations, more condensed, palpable and concrete. The whole creation is

thus contemplated as a pyramid, terminating in a point at the top with a

broad basis. [See Dr. Graetz's Gnosticismus, p. 224.]

35) Compare Chapter I, Section 3, Note, 8.

36) The order of the planets (including the Sun) is stated here according

to the Ptolemaic system which was in vogue even among the learned men
till the middle of the fifteenth century, namely: Moon, Mercury, Venus,

Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. But this arrangement is undoubtedly an

interpolation of a later time, as the author of the book "Yezirah" lived

many years before Ptolemy. And indeed Prof. Jo. Friedrich Von Meyer

and others of reliable authority had in their copies of "Yezirah" the follow-

ing order : .tli-J«0 pi:: Ifia-J r.izb 3^13 mi: n?:n Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun.

37) Philo (Allegor i, 42,) after having called attention to the fact that

the heptade is to be found in many biblical laws, in the vowels of the Greek

language, in the gamut and in the organs of the human body, exclaims,

similar to our author : "The whole nature exults in the heptade !"

38) The rule for permutation is as follows : (n— i) . n. i xz x 3 X4X 5 x6

X 7=5040. In our edition it reads : -DTa Saii^l fi'^Cb^ ncan Five

thousand and four houses, which is obviously a mistake, it should read

:

5040 houses. 'Qinn D-yr^si fcis fiBJan

39) I read m3"l3 instead of ']np"np for two reasons. In the first

place, the same thing is mentioned afterwards, and in the second place, it is

proved by the expression iltS'iJ'b that the author meant m313 and not

40) Some maintain that by the expression Tali is understood the con-

stellation Draco or Dragon, which is a very large constellation extending

for a great length from East to West; beginning at the tail which lies half

way between the Pointers and the Pole Star, and winding round between

the Great and Little Bear by a continued succession of bright stars from 5

to I o degrees asunder, it coils round under the feet of the Little Bear, sweeps

round the pole of the ecliptic, and terminates in a trapezium formed by four

conspicuous stars from 30 to 3 5 degrees from North Pole. Dr. Steinshneider

(see Magazin fuer Literatur des Auslandes, 1845) and Dr. Cassel (in his

commentary to the book entitled Kusari,) maintain that the ancient Jewish
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i^a-n n.

GLOSSARY.

1
Word. I, 8.

imn V. Think, muse, meditate, reflect. I, 7.

limn «. Eeflection, meditotion. V, 1.

n^DT «• Imiocence, purity, godliaess, merit. II, 1.

n

HDin «• Misdeed, trespass. II, 1.

"lin t'. To return, to turn one's self round. II, 5.

n?^Pn n. Rotation ; from ^"^n to dance round. II, 5.
T • -: T

CD

JiintD n. Milt, spleen. Y, 4.

JN3 or fN2 adv. Here, there ; |N30 thence, from thence. IV, 16.

3313 n. Star ; especially the planet Mercury. IT, 7.

}W pieZ
J13

V. Direct ; j^D directed, situated. I, 2.

"I^ys n. Ugliness. IV, 3.

7)3 or 'i\3b adv. So, thus. I, 7.

j;n3 fl^tp/^. ynan v. To intervene in any thing, to mediate the

Qeace, accomodate a quarrel. II, 1.

h

nta^y? n. Eating, swallo\nng. V, 1.

^la'sfj adv. Composed of the words >zh and .^3 According to

that, therefore. IV, 15.



GLOSSARY
OF

KABBmiCAL WORDS.

^5

p^K V. To adhere, cohere. YI, 8.

T^X «• [Syriac ,")XN Greek a^p] Air. II, *.

nix «• Sign, letter; niD' ni'niX fundamental letters. I, 1.

T|^'X adv. ^ifj'XI )X30 hinc et ulterius; from now further. IV 16

^^X adj- These. Equals the biblical .nijX VI. 1.

jiDpi'K adj. [Greek ^(5^ov] Oblique, diagonal direction. Y, 2.

y^OX «• Middle, centre. I, 2.

2

no «• Clearness, perspicuity. I, 3. ino fjy "13T HOym
; T T " -;- I

and put the subject in a clear point of view.

X33 n. Division. Y, 5.

D*nO or D^riiJ'3 Composed of ,D'nK^ p3 omitting t^ between them.

1, 1. [See Duke's Sprache der Mischnah, p. 68.]

na n. Back. >3a ?y upon the back id est, upon or above.'
' YI, 8.

C]!|2 71. Body, substance II, 5.

^3^3 ». Circle, celestial orb, or sphere. II, 4.
-I -
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D
pia n. Chapter, section.

\^^t^Q adj. Divested of clothes, undressed, simple. I, 8.



GL08SAEY. 5G

D'lNO n. The planet Mars. IV, 7.

iTTD "• Measure, quality, divine attribute. I, 4.
T •

nJB'D n. Doctrine, lesson, paragraph.

ni??D n. Constellationg ; especially the twelve signs of the

Zodiac. V, 3. 2)\^ ^=fO a happy constellation.

p03 adv. It is a particle like ,3 as ; it is added the word po

kind, denoting: as a kind of, like, as. 11, 4.

"lO'D V. Chald. inf. "IDXO or.-ir20 To speak, command. 11,5.

{»)t3D n. Substance, reality. II, 5.

n^'fyo n. Rampart, a floor, pavement. I, 8.

mn n. Gall. V, 4
TT

anjno see .jn: iv, i.

Snj V. "With a 2 following after it, signifies : to make use

of any thing. lY, 1.

naij n. The planet Venus. IV, 7.

yV^ V. Chald. Stick in, fasten, conjoin, connect. I, 6.

2pJ n. Opening. IV, 8.

"ITD V. Arrange. V, 16.

p^p n. cTjuelov Sign, illustration. II, 4. [See Geiger'a

Lesestucke der Mis^hnah, p. 121.]

p'ijD n. Finished ; the end (of a book or chapter.)

r " -I

n^w n.

Contention, rivalry. V, 5.

Future. II, 2.
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